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Exercise
Q.1.
6x

The product of x+3x+3 using suitable identify is x2+k+9. Find the value of k.

Solution:

The given polynomial is x+3x+3
Here, x+3x+3=(x+3)2
We know that, (a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2 Here, a=x,b=3 ⇒x+32=x2+2x3+32 ⇒x+32=x2+6x+9 Hence, the value of k is 6x.

Q.2.

The product of 2y+52y+5 using suitable identify is 4y2+20y+k. Find the value of k. Use a suitable identity to get the following product.

25
Solution:

The given polynomial is 2y+52y+5
Here, 2y+52y+5=(2y+5)2
We know that, (a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2 Here a=2y,b=5 ⇒2y+52=(2y)2+2(2y)5+52 ⇒2y+52=4y2+20y+25 Hence, the value of k is 25.

Q.3.

The product of 2a–72a–7 using suitable identify is 4a2-k a+49. Find the value of k.

28
Solution:

The given polynomial is 2a–72a–7
Here, 2a-72a-7=(2a-7)2
We know that, (a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2 Here a=2a,b=7 ⇒2a-72=(2a)2-2(2a)7+72

Q.4.

=4a2-28a+49 Hence, the value of k is 28.

If 3a–123a–12 = 9a2-k+14, then find the value of k.

3a
Solution:

The given polynomial is 3a–123a–12
Here, 3a-123a-12=3a-122
We know that, (a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2 Here a=3a,b=12 ⇒3a-122=(3a)2-2(3a)12+122

Q.5.
9

=9a2-3a+14 Hence, the value of k is 3a.

The product of x2+3y4x2+3y4 is x24+3xy4+ky216. Find the value of k.

Solution:

The given polynomial is x2+3y4x2+3y4
Now,x2+3y4x2+3y4=x2+3y42
We know that, (a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2 Here a=x2, b=3y4 ⇒x2+3y42=x22+2x23y4+3y42 =x24+3xy4+9y216 The product of the given polynomials is x24+3xy4+9y216.
Hence, the required answer is 9.

Q.6.
1.21

If 1.1m–0.41.1m+0.4 = km2-0.16, then find the value of k.

Solution:

The given polynomial is 1.1m–0.41.1m+0.4
We know that,
a+ba-b=a2-b2 Here a=1.1m, b=0.4 ⇒1.1m-0.41.1m+0.4=(1.1m)2-0.42 =1.21m2-0.16 Hence, the value of k is 1.21.

Q.7.
b

If a2+b2-a2+b2=k4-a4. Then, find the value of k.

Solution:

The given polynomial is a2+b2-a2+b2
Now, a2+b2-a2+b2=(b2+a2)(b2-a2)
We know that, a+ba-b=a2-b2 Here a=b2,b=a2 ⇒(b2+a2)(b2-a2)=(b2)2-(a2)2 =b4-a4 Hence, the value of k is b.

Q.8.
49

If 6x–76x+7=36x2-k.Then, find the value of k.

Solution:

The given polynomial is 6x–76x+7
We know that,
a+ba-b=a2-b2 Here a=6x,b=7 ⇒6x-76x+7=(6x)2-72 =36x2-49 Hence, the value of k is 49.

Q.9.

If –a+c–a+c=c2-2ca+k2. Then, find the value of k.

a
Solution:

The given polynomial is –a+c–a+c
Now, –a+c–a+c=(c-a)2
We know that, (a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2 Here a=c, b=a ⇒c-a2=(c)2-2(c)a+a2 =c2-2ca+a2 Hence, the value of k is a .

Q.10.
126

If 7a-9b7a-9b=49a2-kab+81b2. Then, find the value of k.
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The given polynomial is 7a-9b7a-9b
Now, 7a-9b7a-9b=(7a-9b)2
We know that, (a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2 Here a=7a,b=9b ⇒7a-9b2=(7a)2-2(7a)9b+(9b)2 =49a2-126ab+81b2 Hence, the value of k is 126.

Q.11.

Use the identity x+ax+b=x2+a+bx+ab to find the following product.
x+3x+7

Solution:

We know that,
(x+a)(x+b)=x2+(a+b)x+ab
Put a=3, b=7 ⇒(x+3)(x+7)=x2+(3+7)x+21

Q.12.

=x2+10x+21 Hence, the product is x2+10x+21.

Use the identity x+ax+b=x2+a+bx+ab to find the product.
If 4x+54x+1=16x2+24x+k. Then, find the value of k.

5
Solution:

We know that (x+a)(x+b)=x2+(a+b)x+ab
Now the product is,
4x+54x+1=16x+54x+14 =16x2+54+14x+516 =16x2+24x+5 Hence, the value of k is 5.

Q.13.

Use the identity x+ax+b=x2+a+bx+ab to find the following product.
If 4x–54x–1=16x2-24x+k. Then, find the value of k?

5
Solution:

We know that (x+a)(x+b)=x2+(a+b)x+ab
Now, the product is,
4x–54x–1=16x-54x-14 =16x2-64x+516 =16x2-24x+5 Hence, the value of k is 5.

Q.14.

Use the identity x+ax+b=x2+a+bx+ab to find the product.
If 4x+54x–1=16x2+16x-k. Then, find the value of k.

5
Solution:

We know that (x+a)(x+b)=x2+(a+b)x+ab
Now, the product is,
4x+54x–1=16x+54x-14 =16x2+x-516 =16x2+16x-5 Hence, the value of k is 5.

Q.15.

Use the identity x+ax+b=x2+a+bx+ab to find the following product.
If 2x+5y2x+3y=4x2+16xy+ky2. Then, find the value of k.

15
Solution:

We know that (x+a)(x+b)=x2+(a+b)x+ab
Now, the product is,
2x+5y2x+3y=4x+52yx+32y =4x2+4xy+154y2 =4x2+16xy+15y2 Hence, the value of k is 15.

Q.16.
77

If 2a2+92a2+5=ax4+bx2+c, then find a+b+c.

Solution:

We know that, x+ax+b=x2+a+bx+ab
Now,
2a2+92a2+5=(2a2)2+9+52a2+45
=4a4+28a2+45 Comparing it with ax4+bx2+c, we get a=4, b=28, c=45 So, a+b+c=4+28+45=77.

Q.17.
6

If xyz–4xyz–2=x2y2z2-kxyz+8. Then, find the value of k.

Solution:

We know that (x+a)(x+b)=x2+(a+b)x+ab
Now, the product is,
xyz–4xyz–2=(xyz)2+-4-2xyz+8 =x2y2z2-6xyz+8 Hence, the value of k is 6.

Q.18.

Find the following square in the form px2+qx+r by using the identities.
If (b-7)2=b2-kb+49. Then, find the value of k.

14
Solution:

We need to find (b-7)2
We know that (a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2
Here, a=b,b=7 (b-7)2=b2-2(b)(7)+49 =b2-14b+49 Hence, the value of k is 14.

Q.19.
6

If (xy+3z)2=x2y2+kxyz+9z2. Then, find the value of k.

Solution:

We need to find (xy+3z)2
We know that,
(a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2 ⇒(xy+3z)2=(xy)2+2xy3z+(3z)2 =x2y2+6xyz+9z2 Hence, the value of k is 6.
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If the value of (6x2-5y)2 is of the form axk+bxmy+cy2, then find the value a+b+c+k.

Solution:

We need to find (6x2-5y)2
We know that,
(a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2 Here, a=6x2,b=5y ⇒6x2-5y2=6x22-26x25y+5y2
So, a=36, b=-60, c=25, =4, m=2 Hence, the value of a+b+c+k=36-60+25+4=5.

Q.21.
2

=36x4-60x2y+25y2 Therefore, the value of the given square is 36x4-60x2y+25y2.

If 23m+32n2=49m2+kmn+94n2. Then, find the value of k.

Solution:

We need to find (23m+32n)2
We know that,
(a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2 Here, a=23m,b=32n ⇒23m+32n2=49m2+223m32n+94n2

Q.22.

=49m2+2mn+94n2 Hence, the value of k is 2.

If (0.4p–0.5q)2=kp2-0.4pq+0.25q2. Then, find the value of k.

0.16
Solution:

We need to find (0.4p–0.5q)2
We know that,
(a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2 Here, a=0.4p,b=0.5q ⇒(0.4p–0.5q)2=0.16p2-20.4p0.5q+0.25q2 =0.16p2-0.4pq+0.25q2 Hence, the value of k is 0.16.

Q.23.
25

If (2xy+5y)2=4x2y2+20xy2+ky2. Then, find the value of k.

Solution:

We need to find (2xy+5y)2
We know that,
(a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2 Here, a=2xy,b=5y ⇒(2xy+5y)2=4x2y2+22xy5y+25y2 (2xy+5y)2=4x2y2+20xy2+25y2 Hence, the value of k is25 .

Q.24.
4

If the simplified form of (a2-b2)2 is of the form ak+manbn+bk, then find the value of k+m+n.

Solution:

We need to simplify (a2-b2)2
We know that,
(x-y)2=x2-2xy+y2 Here, x=a2,y=b2 ⇒(a2-b2)2=(a2)2-2a2b2+(b2)2 =a4-2a2b2+b4 Therefore, the simplified form of the given polynomial is a4-2a2b2+b4.
So, k=4, m=-2, n=2 Hence, the value of k+m+n=4-2+2=4.

Q.25.
40x

Simplify: (2x+5)2-(2x-5)2

Solution:

We need to simplify (2x+5)2-(2x-5)2
We know that,
(a+b)2-a-b2=4ab Here, a=2x,b=5 ⇒2x+52-2x-52=42x5 =40x Hence, the simplified form of the given polynomial is 40x.

Q.26.
98

If (7m-8n)2+(7m+8n)2=km2+128n2. Then, find the value of k.

Solution:

We need to simplify (7m-8n)2+(7m+8n)2
We know that,
(a+b)2+a-b2=2(a2+b2) Here, a=7m, b=8n ⇒(7m-8n)2+(7m+8n)2=2(7m2+8n2) =98m2+128n2 Hence, the value of k is 98.

Q.27.
80

Simplification of (4m+5n)2+(5m+4n)2 is 41m2+41n2+kmn. Find the value of k.

Solution:

We need to simplify(4m+5n)2+(5m+4n)2
We know that,
(a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2 ⇒(4m+5n)2+ (5m+4n)2 =16m2+25n2+24m5n+25m2+16n2+2(5m)(4n) =41m2+41n2+80mn Hence, the required value is 80.

Q.28.
4

If (2.5p-1.5q)2-(1.5p-2.5q)2=kp2-4q2. Then, find the value of k

Solution:

We need to simplify (2.5p-1.5q)2-(1.5p-2.5q)2
We know that,
(a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2 ⇒(2.5p-1.5q)2-(1.5p-2.5q)2 =6.25p2+2.25q2-7.5pq-(2.25p2+6.25q2-7.5pq) =4p2-4q2 Hence, the value of k is 4.

Q.29.
a

If (ab+bc)2-2ab2c=k2b2+b2c2. Then, find the value of k.

Solution:

We need to simplify (ab+bc)2-2ab2c
We know that,
(a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2
⇒(ab+bc)2-2ab2c=a2b2+b2c2+2ab2c-2ab2c =a2b2+b2c2 Hence, the value of k is a.

Q.30.
m

If (m2-n2m)2+2m3n2=k4+n4m2. Then, find the value of k.
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We need to simplify (m2-n2m)2+2m3n2
We know that,
(a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2 ⇒(m2-n2m)2+2m3n2 =m4+n4m2-2m3n2+2m3n2 =m4+n4m2 Hence, the value of k is m.

Q.31.

Show that: 3x+72-84x=3x-72

Solution:

We know that, (a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2
⇒(a+b)2-4ab=a2+2ab+b2-4ab
⇒(a+b)2-4ab=a2-2ab+b2 ….. (i) (a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2 ……(ii) From (i) and (ii) (a+b)2-4ab=(a-b)2 Put a=3x,b=7 (3x+7)2-43x7=(3x-7)2 ⇒(3x+7)2-84x=(3x-7)2
Hence, proved.

Q.32.

Show that: (9p-5q)2+180pq=9p+5q2

Solution:

We know that, (a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2
⇒(a-b)2+4ab=a2-2ab+b2+4ab
⇒(a-b)2+4ab=a2+2ab+b2 …..(i) And, (a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2……(ii) From (i) and (ii) (a-b)2+4ab=(a+b)2 Put a=9p,b=5q (9p-5q)2+49p5q=(9p+5q)2
⇒(9p-5q)2+180pq=(9p+5q)2 Hence, proved.

Q.33.

Show that: 43m-34n2+2mn=169m2+916n2

Solution:

We know that, (a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2
⇒a-b2+2ab=a2-2ab+b2+2ab
=a2+b2 Put a=43m,b=34n ⇒43m-34n2+243m34n=(43m)2+(34n)2 ⇒43m-34n2+2mn=169m2+916n2 Hence, proved.

Q.34.

Show that: 4pq+3q2-4pq-3q2=48pq2

Solution:

We know that, (a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2 …. (i)
and, a-b2=a2-2ab+b2 …. (ii)
Adding (i) and (ii) (a+b)2-a-b2=a2+2ab+b2-(a2-2ab+b2) =4ab Put a=4pq, b=3q (4pq+3q)2-4pq-3q2=4(4pq)(3q) =48q2p Hence, proved.

Q.35.

Show that: a-ba+b+b-cb+c+c-ac+a=0

Solution:

We know that,
a-ba+b=a2-b2
b-cb+c=b2-c2 c-ac+a=c2-a2 Taking the LHS of the given equation, a-ba+b+b-cb+c+c-ac+a =a2-b2+b2-c2+c2-a2 =0 Hence, proved.

Q.36.
5041

Using identities, evaluate 712.

Solution:

We know that,
a+b2=a2+2ab+b2
Put a=70, b=1 ⇒70+12=702+2701+1 =4900+140+1 =5041 Hence, 712=5041

Q.37.

Using identities, evaluate
992

9801
Solution:

We know that,
(a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2
Put a=100,b=1 ⇒100-12=1002-21001+1 =10000-200+1 =9801 Hence, 992=9801

Q.38.

Using identities, evaluate
1022

10404
Solution:

We know that,
(a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2
Put a=100, b=2 ⇒(102)2=1002+21002+4 =10000+400+4=10404 Hence, 1022=10404

Q.39. Using identities, evaluate 9982.
996004
Solution:

We know that,
(a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2
Put a=1000, b=2 ⇒(1000-2)2=(1000)2-2(1000)(2)+22 =1000000-4000+4 =996004 Hence, 9982=996004

Q.40.
9.975

Evaluate: 1.05×9.5

Solution:

The given product can also be written as, 1.05×9.5=1.05×0.95×10
We know that,
a+ba-b=a2-b2 ⇒1.05×0.95×10=(1+0.05)(1-0.05)(10) =(1-0.0025)10 =9.975 Hence, 1.05×9.5=9.975
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Using identities, evaluate 5.22.

Solution:

We know that,
(a+b)2=a2+2ab+b2
Put a=5, b=0.2 ⇒(5+0.2)2=52+2(5)(0.2)+(0.2)2 =25+2+0.04=27.04 Hence, 5.22=27.04

Q.42.
89991

Using identities, evaluate 297×303.

Solution:

We know that,
a+ba-b=a2-b2
Put a=300,b=3 ⇒300+3300-3=(300)2-(3)2 =90000-9 =89991 Hence, 297×303=89991

Q.43.
6396

Using identities, evaluate 78×82.

Solution:

We know that,
a+ba-b=a2-b2
Put a=80, b=2 ⇒80-280+2=(80)2-4 =6396 Hence, 78×82=6396

Q.44.
79.21

Using identities, evaluate 8.92.

Solution:

We know that,
(a-b)2=a2-2ab+b2
Put a=9, b=0.1 9-0.12=92-2(9)(0.1)+(0.1)2 =81-1.8+0.01 =79.21 Hence, 8.92=79.21

Q.45.
200

Using a2-b2=(a-b)(a+b), find 512-492

Solution:

We know that, a2-b2=(a-b)(a+b)
⇒512-492=(51-49)(51+49)
=2100=200 Hence, 512-492=200

Q.46.
0.08

Using a2-b2=(a-b)(a+b), find (1.02)2-(0.98)2

Solution:

We know that, a2-b2=(a-b)(a+b)
⇒(1.02)2-0.982=(1.02-0.98)(1.02+0.98)
=0.042=0.08. Hence, (1.02)2-(0.98)2=0.08

Q.47.
1800

Using a2-b2=(a-b)(a+b), find 1532-1472

Solution:

We know that, a2-b2=(a-b)(a+b)
1532-1472=(153-147)(153+147)
=6300 =1800. Hence,1532-1472=1800

Q.48.
84

Using a2-b2=(a-b)(a+b), find 12.12-7.92

Solution:

We know that, a2-b2=(a-b)(a+b)
12.12-7.92=(12.1-7.9)(12.1+7.9)
=4.220=84 Hence, 12.12-7.92=84

Q.49.

Using x+ax+b=x2+a+bx+ab, find
103×104

10712
Solution:

We know that, (x+a)(x+b)=x2+(a+b)x+ab
Put x=100, a=3, b=4
(100+3)(100+4)=1002+(3+4)100+12 =10000+700+12 =10712 Hence, 103×104=10712

Q.50.

Using x+ax+b=x2+a+bx+ab, find
5.1×5.2

26.52
Solution:

We know that, (x+a)(x+b)=x2+(a+b)x+ab
Put x=5,a=0.1,b=0.2
⇒5+0.15+0.2=25+1.5+0.02 =26.52 Hence, 5.1×5.2=26.52

Q.51.
10094

Using x+ax+b=x2+a+bx+ab, find 103×98.
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We know that (x+a)(x+b)=x2+(a+b)x+ab
Put x=100,a=3,b=-2
⇒100+3100-2=10000+100-6 =10094 Hence, 103×98=10094

Q.52.

Using x+ax+b=x2+a+bx+ab, find
9.7×9.8

95.06
Solution:

We know that (x+a)(x+b)=x2+(a+b)x+ab
Put x=10, a=-0.2, b=-0.3
⇒10-0.210-0.3=100-5+0.06 =95.06 Hence, 9.7×9.8=95.06

Q.53.

Identify the terms, their coefficients for the following expression.
5xyz2–3zy

Solution:

Given expression is 5xyz2–3zy.
We know that, terms are added to form an expression and the numerical factor of a term is called its numerical coefficient or simply coefficient.
Therefore, the expression 5xyz2–3zy contain two terms. Which are 5xyz2 and -3zy. Here, the coefficient of 5xyz2 is 5. And the coefficient of -3zy is -3.

Q.54.

Identify the terms and their coefficients for the following expression.
1+x+x2

Solution:

Given expression is 1+x+x2
We know that, terms are added to form an expression and the numerical factor of a term is called its numerical coefficient or simply coefficient.
The expression 1+x+x2 contains three terms, Which are 1, x, x2 The coefficient of x and x2 is 1.

Q.55.

Identify the terms and their coefficients for the following expression.
4x2y2–4x2y2z2+z2

Solution:

Given expression is 4x2y2–4x2y2z2+z2.
We know that, terms are added to form an expression and the numerical factor of a term is called its numerical coefficient or simply coefficient.
The expression 4x2y2–4x2y2z2+z2 contains three terms 4x2y2,-4x2y2z2 and z2.
Here, the coefficient of x2y2 is 4, the coefficient of x2y2z2 is -4 and the coefficient of z2 is 1.

Q.56.

Identify the terms and their coefficients for the following expression.
3–pq+qr–rp

Solution:

Given expression is 3–pq+qr–rp.
We know that, terms are added to form an expression and the numerical factor of a term is called its numerical coefficient or simply coefficient.
The expression 3–pq+qr–rp contains four terms which are 3, -pq, qr and -rp Here, the coefficient of pq is -1, coefficient of qr is 1 and the coefficient of rp is -1.

Q.57.

Identify the terms and their coefficients for the following expression.
x2+y2-xy

Solution:

Given expression is x2+y2-xy
We know that, terms are added to form an expression and the numerical factor of a term is called its numerical coefficient or simply coefficient.
The expression x2+y2-xy contains three terms that are, x2,y2 and xy
Here, the coefficient of x is 12, the coefficient of y is 12 and the coefficient of xy is -1.

Q.58.

Identify the terms and their coefficients for the following expression.
0.3a–0.6ab+0.5b

Solution:

Given expression is 0.3a–0.6ab+0.5b
Terms are added to form an expression and the numerical factor of a term is called its numerical coefficient or simply coefficient.
The expression 0.3a–0.6ab+0.5b contains three terms. Which are 0.3a,-0.6ab and 0.5b. Here the coefficient of ais 0.3, the coefficient of ab is -0.6 and the coefficient of
b is 0.5.

Q.59.

Classify the following polynomials as monomials, binomials, trinomials. Which polynomials do not fit in any of these three categories?
x+y,1000,x+x2+x3+x4,7+y+5x, 2y–3y2,2y–3y2+4y3,5x–4y+3xy,4z–15z2,ab+bc+cd+da,pqr,p2q+pq2,2p+2q.

Solution:

To classify monomials, binomials, trinomials and polynomials from the given expressions.
We know that,
A monomial is an expression with only one term. A binomial is an expression with two terms. A trinomial is an expression with three terms. Since, term is a
single mathematical expression. It may be a constant or a variable or combination of both under multiplication or division. Now, given expressions are classified as
below:
Monomials
Binomials
Trinomials
Polynomials
(With more than three terms)

1000, pqr
x+y, 2y-3y2, p2q+pq2, 4x-15z2, 2p+2q
7+y+5x, 5x-4y+3xy, 2y-3y2+4y3
x+x2+x3+x4, ab+bc+cd+da
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Add the following:
ab–bc, bc–ca, ca–ab

Solution:

The given polynomials are,
ab–bc, bc–ca, ca–ab
To add two or more polynomials, we need to add the like terms of the polynomials. Their sum is, =ab–bc+bc–ca+ca–ab=ab-ab+bc-bc+(ca-ca)=0 Hence, the sum of the
given polynomial is 0.

Q.61.

Add the following:
a–b+ab, b–c+bc, c–a+ac

Solution:

The given polynomials are,
a–b+ab, b–c+bc, c–a+ac
To add two polynomials, we need to add the like terms of the polynomials. Their sum is, =(a–b+ab)+( b–c+bc)+(c–a+ac)=a-a+b-b+c-c+ab+bc+ac=ab+bc+ac Hence, the
sum of the given polynomial is (ab+bc+ac)

Q.62.

Add the following:
2p2q2–3pq+4, 5+7pq–3p2q2

Solution:

The given polynomials are,
2p2q2–3pq+4 and 5+7pq–3p2q2
To add two polynomials, we need to add the like terms of the polynomials. Clearly, their sum is,
2p2q2–3pq+4+5+7pq–3p2q2=2p2q2–3p2q2–3pq+7pq+4+5=2-3p2q2+-3+7pq+(4+5)=-p2q2+4pq+9 Hence, the sum of the given polynomials is (-p2q2+4pq+9)

Q.63.

Add the following:
l2+m2, m2+n2 ,n2+l2, 2lm+2mn+2nl

Solution:

The given polynomials are,
(l2+m2), (m2+n2), (n2+l2), (2lm+2mn+2nl)
To add two polynomials, we need to add the like terms of the polynomials. Their sum is,
=(l2+m2)+(m2+n2)+(n2+l2)+(2lm+2mn+2nl)=(l2+2lm+m2)+(m2+2mn+n2)+(n2+2n+l2)=(l+m)2+(m+n)2+(n+l)2 Hence, the sum of the given polynomial
is (l+m)2+(m+n)2+(n+l)2

Q.64.

Subtract 4a–7ab+3b+12 from 12a–9ab+5b–3.

Solution:

Given polynomials are 4a–7ab+3b+12 and 12a–9ab+5b–3.
We know that,
To subtract two polynomials, we need to subtract the like terms of the polynomials. Now, =12a–9ab+5b–3-4a–7ab+3b+12=12a-4a+-9ab+7ab+5b-3b+(-3-12)
=8a-2ab+2b-15 Hence, the difference between the given polynomials is (8a-2ab+2b-15)

Q.65.

Subtract 3xy+5yz–7zx from 5xy–2yz–2zx+10xyz.

Solution:

Given polynomials are 3xy+5yz–7zx and 5xy–2yz–2zx+10xyz.
We know that,
To subtract two polynomials, we need to subtract the like terms of the polynomials. Now, The difference between the given polynomials is,
=5xy–2yz–2zx+10xyz-3xy+5yz–7zx=5xy-3xy+–2yz-5yz+–2zx+7zx+10xyz
=2xy-7yz+5zx+10xyz Hence, the difference between the given polynomials is 2xy-7yz+5zx+10xyz

Q.66.

Subtract 4p2q–3pq+5pq2–8p+7q–10 from 18–3p–11q+5pq–2pq2+5p2q.

Solution:

Given polynomials are 4p2q–3pq+5pq2–8p+7q–10 and 18–3p–11q+5pq–2pq2+5p2q.
To subtract two polynomials, we need to subtract the like terms of the polynomials.
Now, The difference between the given polynomials is
=18–3p–11q+5pq–2pq2+5p2q-4p2q–3pq+5pq2–8p+7q–10=18-10+-3p--8p-11q-7q+5pq--3pq-2pq2-5pq2+5p2q-4p2q
=18-10+-3--8p+-11-7q+5--3pq+-2-5pq2+5-4p2q
=28+5p-18q+8pq-7pq2+p2q Hence, the difference between the given polynomials is (28+5p-18q+8pq-7pq2+p2q)

Q.67.

Find the product of the following pairs of monomials.
4 and 7p

Solution:

Given monomials are 4 and 7p.
We know that,
Product of coefficients = coefficient of first monomial × coefficient of the second monomial
Algebraic factor of product = algebraic factor of first monomial × algebraic factor of second monomial. So, 4×7p=4×7×p=28p Hence, 4×7p=28p

Q.68.

Find the product of the following pairs of monomials.
-4p and 7p

Solution:

Given monomials are -4p and 4p
We know that,
Coefficient of product=coefficient of first monomial × coefficient of the second monomial
Algebraic factor of product=algebraic factor of first monomial × algebraic factor of second monomial. Therefore, product of the given polynomials
=-4p×7p=-4×7×p×p=-28×p2=-28p2 Hence, -4p×7p=-28p2
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Find the product of the following pairs of monomials.
-4p and 7pq

Solution:

Given monomials are -4p and 7pq.
We know that,
Coefficient of product=coefficient of first monomial × coefficient of the second monomial
Algebraic factor of product=algebraic factor of first monomial × algebraic factor of second monomial. -4p×7pq=-4×7×ppq=-28×p2q=-28p2q Hence, -4p×7pq=-28p2q.

Q.70.

Find the product of the following pairs of monomials.
4p3 and -3p

Solution:

Given monomials are 4p3 and -3p.
Coefficient of product = Coefficient of first monomial × Coefficient of the second monomial
Algebraic factor of product = Algebraic factor of first monomial × Algebraic factor of second monomial. 4p3×-3p=4×(-3)×p3×p=-12 p4 Hence, 4p3×-3p=-12p4

Q.71.
0

Find the product of 4p and 0.

Solution:

Given monomials are 4p and 0.
We know that:
Any number multiplied by zero is zero. ⇒4p×0=0 Hence, 4p×0=0.

Q.72.

Find the area of rectangle with the following pair of monomials as its length and breadth respectively.
(p, q)

Solution:

Given that,
Length of the rectangle =p
Breadth of the rectangle =q We know that, Area of a rectangle=length×breadth. ⇒Area of the given Rectangle is=p×q=pq
of the given rectangle is pq.

Q.73.

Hence, the area

Find the area of rectangle with the following pairs of monomials as their lengths and breadths respectively.
10m and 5n

Solution:

Given that,
Length of the rectangle =10m
Breadth of the rectangle =5n We know that, Area of a rectangle =Length×Breadth. Area of the given rectangle =10m×5n=50mn Hence, the area of the given rectangle
is 50mn.

Q.74.

Find the area of rectangle with the following pairs of monomials as their length and breadth respectively.
20x2 and 5y2

Solution:

Given that,
Length of the rectangle =20x2
Breadth of the rectangle =5y2 We know that, Area of a rectangle =length×breadth =20x2×5y2 =20×5x2y2 =100x2y2 Hence, the area of the given rectangle is 100x2y2.

Q.75.

Find the area of rectangle with the following pairs of monomials as their length and breadth respectively.
4x and 3x2

Solution:

Given that,
Length of the rectangle =4x
Breadth of the rectangle =3x2 We know that, Area of a rectangle =length×breadth. =4x×3x2 =12x3 Hence, the area of the given rectangle is 12x3.

Q.76.

Find the area of rectangle with the following pair of monomials as their length and breadth respectively.
3mn and 4np

Solution:

Given that,
Length of the rectangle =3mn
Breadth of the rectangle =4np We know that, Area of rectangle =length×breadth. =3mn×4np =3×4mnnp =12mn2p Hence, the area of the given rectangle is 12mn2p.

Q.77.

Complete the table of products:
First monomial→Second monomial↓
2x
-5y
3x2
-4xy
7x2y2
-9x2y2

2x -5y 3x2
-4xy 7x2y2 -9x2y2
4x2
-15x2y
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We know that,
Coefficient of product=coefficient of first monomial × coefficient of second monomial
And,
Algebraic factor of product=algebraic factor of first monomial × algebraic factor of second monomial We know that, xm×xn=xm+n, x≠0
Then the table will look like,
First monomial →Second monomial↓
2x
-5y
3x2
-4xy
7x2y
-9x2y2

Q.78.

2x
4x2
-10xy
6x3
-8x2y
14x3y
-18x3y2

-5y
-10xy
25y2
-15x2y
20xy2
-35x2y2
45x2y3

3x2
6x3
-15x2y
9x4
-12x3y
21x4y
-27x4y2

-4xy
-8xy
20xy2
-12x3y
16x2y2
-28x3y2
36x3y3

7x2y
14x3y
-35x2y2
21x4y
-28x3y2
49x4y2
-63x4y3

-9x2y2
-18x3y2
45x2y3
-27x4y2
36x3y3
-63x4y3
81x4y4

Obtain the volume of rectangular box with the following length, breadth and height respectively.
5a, 3a2, 7a4

Solution:

Given that,
Length=5aBreadth=3a2Height=7a4
We know that, Volume of rectangular box=length×breadth×height Now, the volume of the given rectangular box is, =5a×3a2×7a4=5×3×7 ×a×a2×a4=105×a7=105a7
Hence, the volume of the given box is 105a4.

Q.79.

Obtain the volume of rectangular boxes with the following length, breadth and height respectively.
2p, 4q, 8r

Solution:

Given that,
Length=2pBreadth=4qHeight=8r
We know that, Volume of rectangular box=length×breadth×height Now, the volume of the given rectangular box =2p×4q×8r=64pqr Hence, the volume of the given box
is 64pqr .

Q.80.

Obtain the volume of rectangular boxes with the following length, breadth and height respectively.
xy, 2x2y, 2xy2

Solution:

Given that,
Length=xyBreadth=2x2yHeight=2xy2
We know that, Volume of rectangular box=length×breadth×height Now, the volume of the given rectangular box =xy×2x2y×2xy2=2×2×x×x2×x×y×y2×y=4x4y4 Hence
the volume of the given box is 4x4y4

Q.81.

Obtain the volume of rectangular box with the following length, breadth and height respectively.
a, 2b, 3c

Solution:

Given that,
Length=aBreadth=2bHeight=3c
We know that, Volume of rectangular box=length×breadth×height Now, the volume of the given rectangular box =a×2b×3c=6abc Hence, the volume of the given box
is 6abc

Q.82.

Obtain the product of:
xy,yz,zx

Solution:

Given monomials are xy, yz, zx
We know that,
Coefficient of product = coefficient of first monomial × coefficient of the second monomial×coefficient of third monomial
Algebraic factor of product = algebraic factor of first monomial × algebraic factor of second monomial×algebraic factor of third monomial So,
xy×yz×zx=x2y2z2=(xyz)2 Hence, xy×yz×zx=xyz2

Q.83.

The product of a, -a2, a3 is ak. Find k.

6
Solution:

Given monomials are a, -a2, a3
We know that,
Coefficient of product=coefficient of first monomial × coefficient of the second monomial×coefficient of third monomial
Algebraic factor of product=algebraic factor of first monomial × algebraic factor of second monomial×algebraic factor of third monomial Hence, a×-a2×a3=-a6
Therefore, k=6

Q.84.

The product of 2, 4y, 8y2, 16y3 is 1024yk. Find k.

6
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Given monomials are 2, 4y, 8y2, 16y3
We know that,
Coefficient of product=coefficient of 1st monomial × coefficient of the 2nd monomial×coefficient of 3rd monomial×coefficient of 4th monomial
Algebraic factor of product=algebraic factor of 1st monomial × algebraic factor of 2nd monomial×algebraic factor of 3rd monomial × algebraic factor of 4th monomial
Hence, 2×4y×8y2×16y3=2×4×8×16×y×y2×y3=1024y6 Hence, k=6

Q.85.

Obtain the product of:
a, 2b, 3c, 6abc

Solution:

Given monomials are a, 2b, 3c, 6abc
We know that,
Coefficient of product=coefficient of 1st monomial × coefficient of the 2nd monomial×coefficient of 3rd monomial×coefficient of 4th monomial
Algebraic factor of product=algebraic factor of 1st monomial × algebraic factor of 2nd monomial×algebraic factor of 3rd monomial × algebraic factor of 4th monomial
Hence, a×2b×3c×6abc =2×3×6×abcabc=36a2b2c2=(6abc)2

Q.86.

Obtain the product of:
m, -mn, mnp

Solution:

Given monomials are m, -mn, mnp
We know that,
Coefficient of product=coefficient of 1st monomial × coefficient of the 2nd monomial×coefficient of 3rd monomial
Algebraic factor of product=algebraic factor of 1st monomial × algebraic factor of 2nd monomial×algebraic factor of 3rd monomial Hence,
m×-mn×mnp=-m×m×mn×np=-m3n2p

Q.87.

Carry out the multiplication of the expression in each of the following pairs:
4p, q+r

Solution:

Given polynomials are 4p and (q+r)
We know that,
By using the distributive law, we are able to carry out the multiplication term by term. 4p(q+r)=(4p×q)+(4p×r)=4pq+4pr Hence, 4p(q+r)=4pq+4pr

Q.88.

Carry out the multiplication of the expression in the following pairs:
ab, a-b

Solution:

Given polynomials are ab and a-b
We know that,
By using the distributive law, we are able to carry out the multiplication term by term. ab(a-b)=(ab×a)-(ab×b)=a2b-ab2 Hence, ab(a-b)=a2b-ab2

Q.89.

Carry out the multiplication of the expression in the following pair:
a+b, 7a2b

Solution:

Given polynomials are a+b & 7a2b
We know that,
By using the distributive law, we are able to carry out the multiplication term by term. (a+b)7a2b=(a×7a2b)+(b×7a2b)=7a3b+7a2b2 Hence, (a+b)7a2b=7a3b+7a2b2

Q.90.
36a

Multiplying a2-9 and 4a, we get, 4a3-k. Find k.

Solution:

Given, polynomials are a2-9 and 4a.
We know that,
By using the distributive law, we are able to carry out the multiplication term by term. Multiplication of binomial with monomial using distribution law is a(b±c)=ab±ac
So, (a2-9) 4a=(a2×4a)-(9×4a)=4a3-36a Hence, k=36a

Q.91.

Carry out the multiplication of the expressions in the following pair.
pq+qr+rp, 0

0
Solution:

Given polynomials are pq+qr+rp and 0.
We know that,
By using the distributive law, we are able to carry out the multiplication term by term. So, axy+yz+zx=axy+ayz+azx Therefore, (pq+qr+rp) 0 =(pq)0+(qr)0+(pr)0
=0+0+0=0 Hence, multiplication of pq+qr+rp and 0 is 0.

Q.92.

First expression
a

Second expression
b+c+d

Product
......

ab+ac+ad
Solution:

An algebraic expression having variables with non-negative integral powers is called a polynomial. If it has one term then it is monomial. If it has two terms then it is
binomial.
Given polynomials are a and b+c+d.
We know that, By using the distributive law, we are able to carry out the multiplication term by term. So, a×(b+c+d)=(a×b)+a×c+a×d=ab+ac+ad Hence, multiplication
of a and b+c+d is ab+ac+ad.
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Second expression
5xy

Product
5x2y+5xy2-kxy

Find the value of k.
25
Solution:

Given polynomials are x+y-5, 5xy
We know that,
By using the distributive law, we are able to carry out the multiplication term by term. So, (x+y-5)5xy=(x×5xy)+(y×5xy)-(5×5xy)=5x2y+5xy2-25xy
Hence, (x+y-5)5xy=5x2y+5xy2-25xy. Hence the required answer is 25.

Q.94.

Complete the table.
First expression
p

Solution:

Second expression
6p2-7p+5

Product
.....

An algebraic expression having variables with non-negative integral powers is called a polynomial. If it has one term then it is monomial. If it has two terms then it is
binomial. If it has three terms then it is trinomial.
Given polynomials are p and 6p2-7p+5.
We need to find the product of given polynomials. We know that, By using the distributive law, we are able to carry out the multiplication term by term. Multiplication
of trinomial with monomial as fallows a(b±c±d)=ab±ac±ad ∴ p×(6p2-7p+5)=p×6p2-p×7p+5×p=6p3-7p2+5p Hence, the product of p and 6p2-7p+5 is 6p3-7p2+5p.

Q.95.
4

Multiplying 4p2q2, p2-q2, we get, 4pkq2-4p2q4. Find k.

Solution:

Given polynomials are 4p2q2 & p2-q2
We know that,
By using the distributive law, we are able to carry out the multiplication term by term. Hence, 4p2q2(p2-q2)=4p2q2×p2-4p2q2×q2=4p4q2-4p2q4 The required answer
is 4p4q2-4p2q4. Hence, k=4

Q.96.
2

The product of a+b+c and abc is a2bc+ab2c+abck. Find k.

Solution:

Given polynomials are a+b+c, abc
We know that,
By using the distributive law, we are able to carry out the multiplication term by term. (a+b+c) abc=a×abc+b×abc+c×abc=a2bc+ab2c+abc2 (a+b+c) abc=a2bc+ab2c+abc2
Hence, k=2

Q.97.

If the product (a2)×(2a22)×(4a26)=ka50.
Then find the value of k.

8
Solution:

The product of the given three monomials is,
a2×2a22×4a26
=2×4a2×a22×a26 =8a(2+22+26) =8a50 So, the product of the given monomials is 8a50. Hence, the value of k=8.

Q.98.
3

If the product 23xy×-910x2y2=-35xky3

Solution:

The product of the given monomials is,
23xy×-910x2y2=-2×93×10×xy×x2y2
=-35x3y3 So, the required product of the given monomials is -35x3y3. Hence, the value of k=3.

Q.99.

If the product -103pq3×65p3q=-4pkq4.
Then find the value of k.

4
Solution:

The product of the given monomials is,
=-103pq3×65p3q
=-10×63×5×pq3×p3q =-4p4q4 So, the product of the given monomials is -4p4q4 Hence, the value of k=4.

Q.100.
10
Solution:

If the product of x×x2×x3×x4 is of the form xm, then find the value of m.
Given algebraic expression:
x×x2×x3×x4
The product of the given monomials is ⇒x×x2×x3×x4 =x(1+2+3+4) =x10 Comparing with the given form, ⇒xm=x10 ⇒m=10 Hence, the value of m is 10.

Q.101.

Simplify 3x4x-5+3 and find the value for x=3.
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An algebraic expression having variables with non-negative integral powers is called a polynomial.
The given polynomial is 3x 4x-5+3.
It is not in the general form of the polynomial. We need to simplify it using distributive law, so, 3x×4x-5+3=(3x×4x)-(3x×5)+3=12x2-15x+3
Given, the value of x is 3.
By substituting the value of x in the given polynomial 3x 4x-5+3, we get, the expression
=1232-153+3 =12(9)-45+3 =108-45+3 =66 Hence, the value of the polynomial when x=3 is 66.

Q.102.
Solution:

Simplify 3x 4x-5+3 and find its value for x=12
The given polynomial is 3x 4x-5+3.
The above polynomial statement is not simplified. So, we are required to simplify it.
∴ 3x×4x-5+3=(3x×4x)-(3x×5)+3=12x2-15x+3
Given,
The value of x= 12.
By substituting the value of x in given polynomial,
12122-1512+3
=12×14-152+3
=3-152+3
=6-152
=12-152=-32 Hence, the value of the polynomial when x=12 is -32.

Q.103.
Solution:

Simplify aa2+a+1+5 and find the value for a=0.
The given polynomial is aa2+a+1+5
This is not in the general form of a polynomial. So, we need to simplify it.
∴ aa2+a+1+5=a(a2)+a(a)+a(1)+5 =a3+a2+a+5
Given, the value of a=0.
By substituting the value of a in the given polynomial,
=(0)3+(0)2+0+5 =0+0+0+5 =5 Hence, the value of the given polynomial when a=0 is 5.

Q.104.
Solution:

Simplify aa2+a+1+5 and find the value for a=1
The given polynomial is aa2+a+1+5
This is not in the general form of a polynomial. So, we need to simplify it.
aa2+a+1+5=a(a2)+a(a)+a(1)+5

=a3+a2+a+5

Given, the value of a is 1.
By substituting the value of a in the given polynomial,
=(1)3+(1)2+1+5 =1+1+1+5 =8 Hence, the value of the given polynomial when a=1 is 8.
Q.105.
Solution:

Simplify aa2+a+1+5 and find the value for a=-1.
The given polynomial is aa2+a+1+5
This is not in the general form of a given polynomial. So, we need to simplify it.
aa2+a+1+5=a(a2)+a(a)+a(1)+5

=a3+a2+a+5

Given, the value of a is -1.
By substituting the value of a in the given polynomial,
=(-1)3+(-1)2+(-1)+5
=(-1)+1+(-1)+5
=4
Hence, the value of the given polynomial when a=-1 is 4.
Q.106.
-rp
Solution:

On adding if p(p-q), q(q–r) and r(r–p) if we get p2+q2+r2-pq-qr+k. Then find the value of k.
The given polynomials are p(p-q), q(q–r) and r(r–p)
Now their sum is,
pp-q+qq–r+rr–p=p×p-p×q+q×q-q×r+r×r-(r×p) =p2-pq+q2-qr+r2-rp =p2+q2+r2-pq-qr-rp So, the sum of the given polynomials is p2+q2+r2-pq-qr-rp. Hence, the value
of k=-rp.

Q.107.
2y
Solution:

On adding 2x(z–x–y) and 2y(z–y–x) if we get -2x2-2y2-4xy+kz+2zx. Then find the value of k.
The given polynomials are 2x(z–x–y) and 2y(z–y–x)
Now their sum is,
2xz–x–y+2yz–y–x=2zx-2x2-2xy+2yz-2y2-2xy =-2x2-2y2-4xy+2yz+2zx So, the sum of the given polynomials is -2x2-2y2-4xy+2yz+2zx. Hence, the value of k=2y.

Q.108.
5

On subtracting 3l(l–4m+5n) from 4l(10n–3m+2l) if we get kl2+25ln. Then find the value of k.
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The given polynomials are 3l(l–4m+5n) and 4l(10n–3m+2l)
Now their difference is,4l10n–3m+2l-3ll–4m+5n=40ln-12lm+8l2-3l2+12lm-15ln
=5l2+25ln So, the difference between the given polynomials is 5l2+25ln. Hence, the value of k=5.

Q.109.
6
Solution:

On subtracting 3a(a+b+c)–2b(a–b+c) from 4c(–a+b+c) if we get -3a2-2b2+4c2-ab+kbc-7ac. Then find the value of k.
The given polynomials are 3a(a+b+c)–2b(a–b+c) and 4c(–a+b+c)
Now their difference is
4c–a+b+c-[3aa+b+c-2ba–b+c}=-4ac+4bc+4c2-3a2-3ab-3ac+2ab-2b2+2bc =-3a2-2b2+4c2-ab+6bc-7ac So, the difference between the given polynomials
is -3a2-2b2+4c2-ab+6bc-7ac. Hence, the value of k=6.

Q.110.
14
Solution:

The product of the binomials 2x+5 and 4x–3 is 8x2+k x-15. Find the value of k.
The given polynomials are 2x+5 and 4x–3
Now their product2x+5×4x–3=2x×4x+5×4x+2x×-3+(5×-3)
=8x2+20x-6x-15 =8x2+14x-15 Hence, the value of k is 14.

Q.111.
32
Solution:

The product of the binomials y–8 and 3y–4 is 3y2-28y+k. The value of k is 32.
The given polynomials are y–8 and 3y–4
Now their product is,
y–8×3y–4=y×3y+-8×3y+y×-4+(-8×-4) =3y2-24y-4y+32 =3y2-28y+32 Hence, the value of k is 32.

Q.112.

The product of the binomials 2.5l–0.5m and 2.5l+0.5m is k l2-0.25m2. Find the value of k.

6.25
Solution:

The given polynomials are 2.5l–0.5m and 2.5l+0.5m
Now their product is,
2.5l–0.5m×2.5l+0.5m=2.5l×2.5l+-0.5m×2.5l+2.5l×0.5m+(-0.5m×0.5m) =6.25l2-1.25ml+1.25ml-0.25m2 =6.25l2-0.25m2 Hence, the value of k is 6.25.

Q.113. Multiply the binomials a+3b and x+5
ax+3bx+5a+15b
Solution:

The given polynomials are a+3b and x+5
Now their product is,
a+3b×x+5=a×x+3b×x+a×5+(3b×5) =ax+3bx+5a+15b Hence, the product of the given polynomials is ax+3bx+5a+15b

Q.114.
5
Solution:

The product of the binomials 2pq+3q2 and 3pq–2q2 is 6p2q2+k pq3-6q4. Find the value of k.
The given polynomials are 2pq+3q2 and 3pq–2q2
Now their product is,
2pq+3q2×3pq–2q2=2pq×3pq+3q2×3pq+2pq×-2q2+(3q2×-2q2) =6p2q2+9pq3-4pq3-6q4 =6p2q2+5pq3-6q4 Hence, the value of k is 5.

Q.115.

On multiplying the binomials 34a2+3b2 and 4a2-23b2 we get 3a4+10a2b2-kb4. Find the value of k.

8
Solution:

The given polynomials are 34a2+3b2 and 4a2-23b2
Now their product34a2+3b2×4a2-23b2=34a2×4a2+3b2×4a2+34a2×-83b2+(3b2×-83b2)
=3a4+12a2b2-2a2b2-8b4 =3a4+10a2b2-8b4 The product of the given polynomials is 3a4+10a2b2-8b4. Hence, the required answer is 8.

Q.116.

The product of 5–2x3+x is 15-k-2x2. Find the value of k.

x
Solution:

The given polynomials are 5–2x, 3+x
Now, their product is
5–2x3+x=5×3+-2x×3+5×x+-2x×x =15-6x+5x-2x2 =15-x-2x2 Hence, the value of k is x.

Q.117.

The product of x+7y7x-y is 7x2+k xy-7y2. Find the value of k.

48
Solution:

The given polynomials are x+7y, 7x-y
Now, their product is
x+7y7x-y=x×7x+7y×7x+x×-y+7y×-y =7x2+49xy-xy-7y2 =7x2+48xy-7y2 Hence, the value of kis 48.

Q.118.

The product of a2+ba+b2 is a3+k+a2b2+b3. Find the value of k.

ab
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The given polynomials are a2+b, a+b2
Now, their product is
a2+ba+b2=a2×a+b×a+a2×b2+(b×b2) =a3+ab+a2b2+b3 Hence, the value of k is ab.

Q.119.
2
Solution:

The product of p2–q22p+q is kp3-2pq2+p2q-q3. Find the value of k.
The given polynomials are p2–q2, 2p+q
Now, their product is
p2–q22p+q=p2×2p+-q2×2p+p2×q+(-q2×q) =2p3-2pq2+p2q-q3 The product of the given polynomials is 2p3-2pq2+p2q-q3 Hence, the required answer is 2.

Q.120.

The simplified form of x2–5x+5+25 is x3+5x2-k. Find the value of k.

5x
Solution:

The given polynomial is x2–5x+5+25
Now, the simplified form is
x2–5x+5+25=x2×x+-5×x+x2×5+-5×5+25 =x3-5x+5x2-25+25 =x3+5x2-5x Hence, the value of k is 5x.

Q.121.
10
Solution:

If a2+5b3+3+5=akbn+3ak+mbn+l, then find the value of k+m+n.
The given polynomial is a2+5b3+3+5
Now, the simplified form is
a2+5b3+3+5=a2×b3+5×b3+a2×3+5×3+5 =a2b3+5b3+3a2+15+5 =a2b3+3a2+5b3+20 Therefore, the simplified form of the given polynomial is a2b3+3a2+5b3+20.
So, k=2, m=5, n=3, l=20 Hence, the value of k+m+n=10.

Q.122.
10
Solution:

If t+s2t2–s=ta+sbtc-st-sd, then find a+b+c+d.
The given equation is t+s2t2–s=ta+sbtc-st-sd.
Now,
L.H.S.=t+s2t2–s=t×t2+s2×t2+t×-s+(s2×-s)
=t3+s2t2-st-s3 Comparing it with ta+sbtc-st-sd, we get: a=3, b=c=2, d=3 So, a+b+c+d=10.

Q.123.

Simplify.
a+bc–d+a–bc+d+2ac+bd

4ac
Solution:

The given polynomial is a+bc–d+a–bc+d+2ac+bd
It is not in the general form of a polynomial. We need to simplify.
Now, the simplified form is =a+bc–d+a–bc+d+2ac+bd=a×c+a×-d+b×c+b×-d+a×c+a×d+-b×c+-b×d+2ac+2bd
=ac-ad+bc-bd+ac+ad-bc-bd+2ac+2bd
=4ac Hence, the simplified form of the given polynomial is 4ac

Q.124.
4xy
Solution:

The simplified form of x+y2x+y+x+2yx–y is 3x2+k-y2. Find the value of k.
The given polynomial is x+y2x+y+x+2yx–y
Now, the simplified form=x+y2x+y+x+2yx–y=x×2x+y×2x+x×y+y×y+x×x+2y×x+x×-y+(2y×-y)
=2x2+2xy+xy+y2+x2+2xy-xy-2y2
=3x2+4xy-y2
Hence, the value of k is 4xy.

Q.125.
y
Solution:

The simplified form of x+yx2–xy+y2 is x3+k3. Find the value of k.
The given polynomial is x+yx2–xy+y2
Now, the simplified form is
=x+yx2–xy+y2=x×x2+y×x2+x×-xy+y×-xy+x×y2+(y×y2)
=x3+x2y-x2y-xy2+xy2+y3
=x3+y3
Hence, the value of k is y.

Q.126.
2.25
Solution:

The simplified form of 1.5x–4y1.5x+4y+3–4.5x+12y is k x2-16y2. Find the value of k.
The given polynomial is 1.5x–4y1.5x+4y+3–4.5x+12y
Now, the simplified form is
=1.5x–4y1.5x+4y+3–4.5x+12y=1.5x×1.5x+1.5x×4y+1.5x×3+-4y×1.5x+-4y×4y+-4y×3-4.5x+12y
=2.25x2+6xy+4.5x-6xy-16y2-12y-4.5x+12y
=2.25x2-16y2
Hence, the value of k is 2.25.

Q.127.
2

Simplification of a+b+ca+b–c is a2+b2-c2+kab. Find the value of k.
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The given polynomial is a+b+ca+b–c
Now, the simplified form is
=a+b+ca+b–c=a×a+a×b+a×-c+b×a+b×b+b×-c+c×a+c×b+(c×-c)
=a2+ab-ca+ab+b2-bc+ca+bc-c2
=a2+b2-c2+2ab
The simplified form of the given polynomial is a2+b2-c2+2ab. Hence, the value of k is 2.
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Try these
Q.1.

Classify the following polynomials as monomials, binomials, trinomials.
-z+5, x+y+z, y+z+100, ab-ac, 17

Solution:

Given,
-z+5, x+y+z, y+z+100, ab-ac, 17
We know that, an expression containing, one or more terms with non-zero coefficient (with variables having non-negative integers as exponents) is called a polynomial.
A polynomial may contain any number of terms, one or more than one. So, an expression that contains only one term is called a monomial. An expression that contains
two terms is called a binomial. An expression containing three terms is a trinomial and so on. So, -z+5 is a binomial. x+y+z is a trinomial. y+z+100 is a trinomial.
ab-ac is a binomial. 17 is a monomial.

Q.2.

Construct 3 binomials with only x as a variable.

Solution:

We have to construct 3 binomials with x as a variable.
We know that, an expression containing, one or more terms with non-zero coefficient (with variables having non-negative integers as exponents) is called a polynomial.
A polynomial may contain any number of terms, one or more than one.
So, an expression that contains only one term is called a monomial. An expression that contains two terms is called a binomial. An expression containing three terms is a
trinomial and so on. So, the binomials with only x as a variable are 2x+3, x2+1, 4x+7.

Q.3.

Construct 3 binomials with x and y as variables.

Solution:

We have to construct 3 binomials with x and y as variables.
We know that, an expression containing, one or more terms with non-zero coefficient (with variables having non-negative integers as exponents) is called a polynomial.
A polynomial may contain any number of terms, one or more than one.
So, expression that contains only one term is called a monomial. An expression that contains two terms is called a binomial. An expression containing three terms is a
trinomial and so on. So, the binomials with x and y as variables are 2x+3y, x2+y, 4x+7y.

Q.4.

Construct 3 monomials with x and y as variables.

Solution:

We have to construct 3 monomials with x and y as variables.
We know that, an expression containing, one or more terms with non-zero coefficient (with variables having non-negative integers as exponents) is called a polynomial.
A polynomial may contain any number of terms, one or more than one.
So, an expression that contains only one term is called a monomial. An expression that contains two terms is called a binomial. An expression containing three terms is a
trinomial and so on. So, the monomials with x and y as variables are 3xy, 12yx, 4x2y.

Q.5.

Construct 2 polynomials with 4 or more terms.

Solution:

We have to construct 2 polynomials with 4 or more terms.
We know that, an expression containing, one or more terms with non-zero coefficient (with variables having non-negative integers as exponents) is called a polynomial.
A polynomial may contain any number of terms, one or more than one.
So, an expression that contains only one term is called a monomial. An expression that contains two terms is called a binomial. An expression containing three terms is a
trinomial and so on. So, the polynomials with 4 or more terms are 2x+3y+z+5 and x2+y2+3z+1.

Q.6.

Write two terms which are like for the following terms.
7xy

Solution:

Given term is 7xy.
Like terms are terms that have the same variables and powers. The coefficients do not need to match.
a2b, 3a2b, 6a2b are example of like terms Unlike terms are two or more terms that are not like terms, i.e. they do not have the same variables or powers. p, 2pq, 2p2 are
some of unlike terms. The given term has variable xy. So any term that has xy as the only variable with different coefficient are like for the given term. Some of like
terms are -3xy, 5xy, 72xy.

Q.7.
10

If the product of 2x3x+5xy is 6x2+kx2y then find the value of k.

Solution:

Given, 2x3x+5xy
We have to find the product of the given polynomials.
Here, monomial has to be multiplied by binomial. For that we can apply distributive law as follows: 2x3x+5xy=2x×3x+2x×5xy =6x2+10x2y Hence, the product of given
polynomials is 6x2+10x2y Hence, The value of k=10

Q.8.

Write two terms which are like for the following term.
4mn2

Solution:

Given term is 4mn2.
Like terms are terms that have the same variables and powers. The coefficients do not need to match.
a2b, 3a2b, 6a2b are example of like terms Unlike terms are two or more terms that are not like terms, i.e. they do not have the same variables or powers. p, 2pq, 2p2 are
some of unlike terms. The given term has variable mn2. So, the like terms are -3mn2, 5mn2, 72mn2.

Q.9.
5

If the product of a22ab-5c is 2a3b-ka2c. Find the value of k

Solution:

Given, a22ab-5c
We have to find the product of the given polynomials.
Here, monomial has to be multiplied by binomial. For that we can apply distributive law as follows: a22ab-5c=a2×2ab-a2×5c =2a3b-5a2c Hence, the product of given
polynomials is 2a3b-5a2c
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Write two terms which are like for the following terms.
2l

Solution:

Given term is 2l.
Like terms are terms that have the same variables and powers. The coefficients do not need to match.
a2b, 3a2b, 6a2b are example of like terms Unlike terms are two or more terms that are not like terms, i.e. they do not have the same variables or powers. p, 2pq, 2p2 are
some of unlike terms. The given term has variable l. So, the like terms are -3l, 5l, 72l.

Q.11.

Give five examples of expressions containing one variable and five examples of expressions containing two variables.

Solution:

Q.12.

An expression having one or more variables is called an algebraic expression. An algebraic expression may or may not contain mathematical operators like the symbols
of addition, subtraction and multiplication. Examples of expressions are: x+3, 2y+5, 3x2, 4x2-5, 6x+7 etc.
Thus, examples of linear equation in one variable are x+4, a+4, 5y2+y+1, b, x2.
Examples of linear equation is two variables are :x+y, 2u-v, y-x+2, x2-y+x, b3+5b+a2.

Show on the number line x, x-4, 2x+1, 3x-2

Solution:

In math, a number line can be defined as a straight line with numbers placed at equal intervals or segments along its length.
A number line can be extended infinitely in any direction and is usually represented horizontally.
A number line can also be used to represent both positive and negative integers as well. Writing numbers on a number line make comparing numbers easier. Numbers on
the left are smaller than the numbers on the right of the number line.
A number line can also be used to carry out addition, subtraction and multiplication. We always move right to add, move left to subtract and skip count to multiply.

Q.13.
12

If the product of 4p2+5p+7×3p is kp3+15p2+21p

Solution:

Given, 4p2+5p+7×3p
We have to find the product of the given polynomials.
Here, polynomial has to be multiplied by monomial. For that we can apply distributive law as follows: 4p2+5p+7×3p=4p2×3p+5p×3p+7×3p =12p3+15p2+21p Hence,
the product of given polynomials is 12p3+15p2+21p
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